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ETHNIC COOPERATION and COMPETITION in
RWANDA
1-3. What are the three main ethnic groups in Rwanda?






4. Why were the Tutsis richer than the Hutus and the Twa?

5-7. Name three ways in which the Hutus and Tutsis became similar as they intermarried.



8. Which European country took control of Rwanda?
9. Why did the Belgians think Tutsis were higher class than the Hutus?

10-11. After the Belgians found it too hard to classify everyone by physical
characteristics, what two things did they finally use to decide who was Tutsi?


12. Which ethnic group was given extra power and treated best by the
Belgians?
13. What did all Rwandans have to carry?
14. Which group revolted against the Belgians in 1959?
15. What happened that made life in Rwanda dangerous for many Tutsis after
independence from Belgian?

16. How did the Hutu government limit educational opportunities for Tutsis?

17. How did the Hutu government limit work opportunities for Tutsis?
18. What happened in the 1980s that made life harder in Rwanda?
19. Why did the Tutsi refugee fighters invade Rwanda in 1990?
20. To whom did Hutu leaders give weapons?
21. How did the United Nations respond to General Romeo Dallaire’s warning that
genocide in Rwanda was planned?

22. How did Radio Television Libre des Mille Collines make regular Hutu people
afraid of Tutsis?

23. What happened in April 1994 that led to the outbreak of violence?

24. Which one of the so-called “Hutu Ten Commandments” do you find most
strange?
25. Why do you choose that one?

26. What did Hutu leaders do because they wanted the United
Nations to leave Rwanda?

27. How did a radio station help Hutus kill Tutsis?

28. How long did the genocide in Rwanda last?

29. About how many people were killed?

30. How did the genocide finally stop?

